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EMEA Partners Awarded for Stand Out Leadership
27th September 2010, London, UK and Lisbon, Portugal - Pentaho Corporation (http://www.pentaho.com), the
open source business intelligence (BI) and data integration leader, today announced the winners of the
2010 EMEA Pentaho Partner Awards. The Pentaho Partner Awards recognise organisations that have worked
closely with Pentaho throughout the year to deliver outstanding customer success, commercial results or
innovation.
The winners have helped accelerate the adoption of Pentaho's best-in-class open source BI & Data
Integration capabilities on a global basis. The awards were presented at Pentaho's Europe, the Middle
East and Africa (EMEA) Partner Summit in Lisbon, Portugal.
"On behalf of Pentaho, I want to congratulate and thank our 2010 EMEA Pentaho Partner Award winners,"
said Richard Baldwin, VP Worldwide Channels at Pentaho Corporation. "We have outstanding partners in this
region making the competition strong in each category. These partners were the stand-out leaders. They
represent the skills, attitudes and commitment to customer success that make Pentaho's commercial open
source model work."
The 2010 EMEA Partner Award Winners are:
EMEA Partner of the Year – BNOVA in Italy was recognised for driving the most revenue for a partner in
EMEA.
Best Market Development in EMEA – Millersoft in the UK was recognised for being the fastest to sell,
market and grow after joining the Pentaho partner program.
Best Community Contributor EMEA – Aschauer in Austria was recognised for creating a SAP Java connector
plugin for the data integration components of Pentaho Data Integration 4.0.
Channel Manager's Pick EMEA – Xpand IT in Portugal was recognised as being Best in Class in terms of
following the Partner Processes.
SI of the Year EMEA – Microgenesis in Spain was recognised for major wins in the telecommunications
sector.
Training Partner of the Year EMEA – Linalis in Switzerland & France was recognised for driving the most
training revenue in EMEA.
OEM BI partner of the year – Conduct in Norway was recognised for their win at TV2, Norway’s largest
commercial TV Channel.
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Learn more about the Pentaho Partner Program.
If you missed out on the EMEA Partner Summit, you still have the opportunity to learn how to drive
revenue and grow your business with Pentaho. Attend the Pentaho Global Partner Summit, November 9-10 in
San Francisco, California.
Visit the Pentaho digital newsroom - Find out what's new at Pentaho and join the conversation on Xing,
Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn.
Feel free to ReTweet this announcement Pentaho announces the winners of the 2010 EMEA #Pentaho Partner
Awards http://bit.ly/cI7StD #BI #OSBI
[ENDS]
About Pentaho
Pentaho Corporation is the open source business intelligence and data integration leader. Thousands of
global organizations deploy Pentaho software to make faster and better business decisions that positively
impact their bottom lines. Pentaho provides a comprehensive BI suite that includes capabilities for data
integration/ETL, modelling, data mining, analysis, reporting and dashboards. The Pentaho BI suite
supports the company’s Agile BI initiative, which enables organizations to build BI applications more
quickly, respond to business changes more easily and expedite time-to-value for up to 90% less cost than
traditional BI vendors. Pentaho was founded in 2004 and is headquartered in Orlando, FL, USA. For more
information, visit www.pentaho.com.
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